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Summary

This paper addresses the numerical computation of 3-D wind flow conditions around a building.
Differential equations are discretized into difference form using the control volume method.
Boundary treatment is one of the major issues during the computational process. This paper
examines the current boundary treatment methodologies and it proposes a new procedure for
boundary treatment with two variables involved in the computation. For most of the cases in
which the new method is employed, computed results agree well with the measured wind-tunnel
data.
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hybrid difference scheme coefficient at node P
building width
mean pressure coefficient
turbulence model constants: 0.09, 1.92, 2.24, 0.8 respectively
distance from node P to the solid boundary
wall dissipation
boundary layer constant: 9.0
turbulence generation term
building height
turbulence kinetic energy
turbulence kinetic energy at node P
turbulence kinetic energy at the edge and within the viscous
sub-layer
building length
modified rate of dissipation term
streamline co-ordinate
number of nodes surrounding P
fluid pressure
radius of curvature of streamline
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streamline coordinate
source term ofthe differential equation
Iinearized source term
shear strain
velocity vector
velocity at node P
friction velocity
mean velocity components along the x,y,z directions
fluctuating velocity components along the x,y,z directions
mean velocity along streamline co-ordinate
velocity vector with two components
velocity at gradient height
mean velocity at roof height
distances along the coordinate axes
normalized wall distance
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Greek symbols
diffusion proportionality factor of /
dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy
dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy within the viscous sub-
Iayer
Von Karman constant: 0.4
kinematic viscosity
kinematic viscosity at the edge of the viscous sub-layer
turbulent viscosity
air density
universal constants: 1.0, 1.3
shear stress
dependent variable, i.e. Lt,,u,u,h,e

l. Introduction

Building engineers often need information regarding the wind-induced ef-
fects on buildings during the design process. This information is available
through wind loading standards and codes of practice, which are compiledbased
on data from various systematic wind-tunnel experiments, sometimes con-
firmed by full-scale measurements. However, improvements in computer re-
sources offer a new and feasible tool for the evaluation and understanding of
wind effects on buildings.

Table 1 taken from Wacker [1], compares the improvements in the com-
puting time for an elliptic boundary value problem. It is clear that the com-
puting time decreases by one to two orders of magnitude within a span of 20
years and it is reasonable to assume that this trend will continue. However, it
was only recently that some studies have attempted to simulate the 3-D tur-
bulent wind flow conditions around buildings through computers. This lack of
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TABLE 1

Estimated computing time for the elliptic

Year Dimension

1968
(IBM 360-91
2 MFLOPS)

1987
(Cray-2 100

MFLOPS)

boundary value problem (after Wacker [1])

Nodes

10 100

1

2

.f

1

2

0.01 s

0.03 s

0.6 s

0.0002 s

0.0006 s

0.01 s

0.6 s
40s
2h

1000

40s
10h

5 weeks

1s
12 min
15h

0.01 s

0.7 s

2 min

FLOPS is floating point operations per second.

utilization of the booming computer resources by the wind engineering re-

searchsocietyisprobablyduenotonlytothecomplexityoftheproblembut
also to the difficulty invÑed in the numerical modelling of the turbulent pro-

cess, as exPlainedbY Hunt [2]'
Vasilic_Mening tgi perfùmed computations for 3-D wind flow conditions

around a cube as an extension ofher c

D flow over fences. Without including
Hanson et aI. [4] studied the flow ove

results were validated by Summers et

t6l
pro
the
building envelope. His study provides

this field. To estimate computing tim
wind flow over a cube on a vector co

percomputer is described by Murakami
simulation of unsteady wind condition
technique. However, their latter
conditiõns around a cubic model

of turbulence in the computational flo
puted both t
generated Pr
lence model.
(Leschziner and Rodi [13 ] ) and the pret'eren

jalic and Launder ri¿il õo*pari.on of the computed results with the mea-

sured wind tunnel åutu í"¿i."t"s significant impróvements when the modified

turbulence models are utilized'
studies have also been made using commercially available software' Along
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marketed a general purpose computer
al. [16], Jansson [12] and Ricùards

for different building shapes using

respective experimentar dara and rhey -"Ji,iliiäiå:t îlfå;:i"xîi:x åTlquantitative agreement.
In numerical modelling processes, boundary specifications for the variablesinvolved plav a major rolõ in the cãmputedlesults. ih;;;p", reviews the

new boundary treatment procedure for
ion of B_D wind flow conditions around
d results made with the measured wind

" 
ând wind_gen_
od is applied.

b describes the

presentsthenewboundarytreatment e) and

Þ and its dissipation rare e. Computed :ffif,wind-tunnel data.

2. Computational methodology

,i'_îil'Ji:::.u:,ffi¿:'åäilîiå
ulent wind flow conditions arouni a

",#:#(r,#).' (1)

Tl"t" ø is the dependent-variable (u,u,w,h,e) and U¡ is thefollowing table provides the values of f, ana S for different
velocity vector. The
dependent variables.
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It should b (6) is the modified term for the rate of

dissipationofdissipationcorrectionanditiscalcu.
lated using

*,:l(cic-cl1 2,s3") (8)

In order to include the streamline curvature correction the following expres-

sion is used for cl,, i;.d;ã of its standard constant value equal to 0.09:
. --1-

c,:mâx{oon,ooo[r +0574(#.*)t] ] tn'

which only ø and u were used to d

ence in the comPuted results has

components.
In addition to eqns' (2 )- (6 )' the con

to fulfill the law of conservation of m

ential equations ( (2)-(6) ) and cont

the control volume method of ref' 19

Vasilic-Melling [3]). The final algeb

written

lno \ - (10)
apûp=l L o^Ø. l*S"

\m=r /

in which
p is the grid node where the dependent variable @ is computed, np is the number

of nodes surroundin; ñ, ;; i. ãft. tw¡tid difference schéme coefficient' and Sr

is the linearized source term'
The well k"o*"""" 

""-'^" 
[20] is used to correct the

velocity field and umed pressure field' The

advantageous stag Specification of pressure

values on the boun

section.

3. Treatment of boundaries

Treatment of boundaries is one of the most important modelling tasks dur-

ing the numerical 
"rr^ioutio' 

of wind effects on buildings. Figure 1 shows the
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Fig' 1' Boundary locations for 3-D wind flow conditions around a bu'ding.

various boundary locations for the calculation of B-D turbulent wind flow con_ditions around a building. In totar ttrere are ten praces where the informationof the variables has to be transformed to ih" 
"o-þ,rtutior,ãi ø-"in. However,based on their characteristics the boundaries can be grouped und.er three cat_egories' i'e' free boundaries (L,2,8,4), symmetrical boundaries (5) and soridboundaries (6,2,8,9,10). ln most'previorrs studies u ro--or, 

"pproach 
is fol_lowed for free and symmetrical bàundaries whereas differences in treatmentare found for solid boundaries.

3.1. Free boundary

plied for the air_to_air boundaries dur_
an easily be done by transforming the
to IMAX, JMAX_I to JMAX and
and KMAX are the total number of



grid nodes in the x, y anda directions respectively' A similar exercise is also

i"iioi*.¿ for the ,rul,,"t of all variables' on the first node'

3. 2. Sy rnme tric al bo undary
Thenormalvelocityuandthenormalgradientoftheotherquantities

@,*,n,ù at the axis of symmetry are assumed to have zero value'

3.3. Solidboundary
Researchersfollowavarietyofapproachesforthetreatmentofdifferent

ify the Presence of the solid
the velocitY variables (u,u,

10,111 and Baskaran and St

wall_function approacr, oil,uorr¿"r and spalding [21] tobridge the viscous

sub-layer (vsl) with the outer region. In 
".corãuttce 

with this method, the

linearized souïce terÃ of eqn. (10)ls modified based on the wall shear stress

(ilù*which can be calculated by the equation

åhc'ln ky':!,,,(uo"
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(11 )

(12)

in which Up is the velocity at node P, kp is the kinetic energy- at node P, dp is

the distanc" ¡"t*""n lt " 
node P and the solid boundary, E is the boundary

layer constutt, 
"ppro*i-ately 

equal to 9'0 for smooth wall' rc is the Von Kar-

mân constant, and z is the kinematic v

Equation (11) assumes a region dissipation of

the flow are balance¿, .ft"ut stiess i the wall

UP-
u*

lm(ry* )
K

applies. This is valid for 11'63 < y+ < 103' in which Y+ is the local Reynolds

number or normalizrá (dir.t"rrtionless) wall distance given by

y* _c'/n kY' dp (13)

v

For 0 < Y+ < 11.63, a linear velocity profile is appropriate' i'e'

r*
(14)UP

u-

Thus the wall shear stress is calculated based on the Iocal flow behaviour and

its interaction with the solid surface as well'

For the turbutence kit"tit """'gy 
k, the turbulence generation term G of eqn'

(5) is calculated after Vasilic-Melling [3] bv
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^ 1l i)u:uor 
)",t*'"'*w')t/'d(vol) (15)

in which vol is the boundary control volume.
The rate of dissipation oi À for the sorid boundary is evaruated by assuminga linear variation of length scale of turbulence with distance from the bound_ary. With the help of the wall turbulent viscosity, i.e.

ut:K U* dp 
(16)

and by using the above reration in eqn. (T), the dissipation rate becomes:
C314 ks/2

(- t

Kdp (17)

þee1 fo_llowed by Vasilic-Melling [B] and Baskaran andIt should be noted that paters"" iZi has used a slightly
to modify the term S¡ in eqn. (10i Uotf, for velocit/aná
s.

3.4. New Zonal Treatment Method for
^ Ih" å-e expressions provided bj eq
for high Reynolds number no*. ãrrd

of motion (Bernard [22] and.

,e For "#:iil""i:H:;j;åiîff "'*:roduction of the local laminarization
turbulent models (LRTM)
and Ng and Spalding I2Bl,
n [271. An excellent review

s presented by patel et al. [2g]. Thus
urbulent zones and the other fãr near

hen the wind flow conditions around
approach increases the number of vari_
re computer resources.

computarionardomain.Moreove_r,*n"Tältå:rnl';#3"i,i'tfåïîå:,rå:
are not fine enough the computed walr shear stress is not realistic and this can
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induce numerical divergence during the computational procedure. Naturally,

this unwanted situatioridemand. a very dense grid layout near each solid sur-

face which is practically not feasible'

To overcome these problems, a new zonal treatment method is presented for

the solid boundary trã"i-""t át A a"d e ' In the present approach the HRTM

are used only for r,rriv t"r¡"rent regions where they are valid. In order to ac-

count for the thin VSí near the solid surface, the foll'owing procedure is adapted

and incorporated into the computer code'

The kinetic 
"""rgJ¿ 

rã, i*li"pi. turbulent motion can be expressed as:

a:!1tt2+rt2+w'2) 
(18)

andbythe Taylor series expansion of the fluctuat

tfr. *áff it canbe shown (see Jones andLaunder

kinetic energy of the fluid is approximately propo

distance from the solid boundary, i'e

kæ.dzp
(1e)

where dp is the distance of the considered grid node lt:p ll" solid boundarv'

One can then obtain the following exp :ession for Þ within the VSL:

. . d7 (20)
h.: R. 

d?

in which Þ" and k" are the kinetic ene VSL

respectively, considered at distances d"

The total dissipation rate is not zero

z+-äazg,the wail dissipation D is given by the equation

":,L;).[#)1=. (21)

Near the wall, u, the normal component of fluctuating velocity is presumed

negligible, therefore, the mean kin-etic energy can be deduced from eqn' (18)

AS:

tt'+ul ' (22)
hy:(, ôz

(23)

within the vsl, D = e and thus the dissipation rate of k can be expressed by

Assuming linear variation of the velocity with distance from the wall and com-

;;i"s;ó.. (zr) anã i iz),ttt"following relationship is obtained:

2vkD=--;
v-
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(24)

ge of the VSL.
24) are used to calculate å and e within
e used only for zones outside the VSL.
VSL is effectively handled by using the

treatment methodology
vantageous over the cur
and it also alleviates the
about the presence of solid boundaries into the computational domain. Thusthe new approach is not numericaily stiff. In addition-,imprãrr"-".rt, are madeinthe computed values so that bettãr agreement with the experimental data isachieved. This will be discussed in the iolrowing ...tior,.. 

----

4. Computed results and discussion

In this section the computed results based on the two-boundary treatmentmethods (zonal treatment and wall functions) pa_rameters include the kinetic energ.y (in terms theflow), its rate of dissipation, the preäuìe and the undthe building.
It is generally expected 

{o1 
anv computational procedure, that the larger thecomputational domain and the denser the grid system, the betìer the computedresu-lts. However, the number of computational nodes has a direct influenceon the computing time and hence on the cost of computation. The influence of

sults was examined by considering the
ntrol volumes within the domain. The
after several grid refinement tests were
er resources.

rence grid layout used in the present

rncreases,
The coordinate system used in the computational procedure is arso indicated
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Fig.2. Computational mesh distributions and co-ordinate system used (only velocity nodes are

shown).

in Fig. 2. It should be noted that the r-axis carries the streamwise velocity

wheréas the lateral and vertical velocities are directed in the y and e directions

respectively. All computations have been performed in the Computer Aided
guitding Design (CÀgl) laboratory of the Centre for Building Studies bv

4Oxzo
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using the vAX 11/785 (1.2 MIPS) computer. A typicat run takes approxi-
mately 150 min of CPU time for about 40 iterations.

ues obtained using the conventional wall function approach and those com-
puted with the new boundary treatment method are compared. It is useful to
recall that for the wall function method the source term of eqn. ( 10 ) is modified
for a soli
the c ,If,
only sed
contrast, the kinetic energy k and its dissipation rate e are calculated using the

Fig. 3. Computed turbulence intensity around a tall building (side view)
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Fig. 4. Computed rate of energy dissipation around a tall building (side view) '

sipation late of Þ is presented' Inc¡e.a

Ìrþet e values (see eqn' (24) ) and th



of the actual fluid interaction with the sorid surface as explained by patel et al.[28] and Rodi and Scheuerer [82].
Figure 5 shows the pressure disiribution around a building exposed to nor_mal wind conditions, in the format of contour prots similar tJrigs. 3 and 4. Anincrease in-positive pressure upstream and coìstanl""g"tir" pressure down_stream of the building with azone of zeropr...*. ,rã", *"rär.n are evidentfrom the figure. Only marginal

for the upstream pressure field.
pressures both on the leeward face an
The zonal treatment method yields ,u.ult, .t ã*
the windward portion of the roof and constant suctions maintained furtherdownstream in the wake. This will be further discussed i'tt u .o-parisons ofcomputed pressure coefficients with respective experimental data.velocity vectors and streamline pattËrns representing the combined influ_ence of the streamwise and verticai velocities are displayed in Figs. 6 (a) and
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6(b) for a vertical section passing

rection of the fluid and its sPeed I

6(a) whereas the streamlines presente

fluid path relative to the computatione

iuirr"å,r.i.rg the wall function åpproach and the zonal treatment method' more

clear separÀtion from the leading edge and uniform mixing in the recirculation
sed. It should be noted that
istributions. The vector Plot
eep vertical flow behind the

building and a strong reverse flow on t ich do not appear realistic'

Comparing the coirputed streamline patterns (Fig. 6(b) ), the length of the

(a)

TRE AT MENT

wALL FtlllcTloNs

Fie.6'(a)Comparisonofthevelocityvectorsaroundatallbuilding(sideview)
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(b)

ZONÂL IREATMENT

WALL FI.JNCTIONS

.l

Fis'6. (b) comparisonof streamlinepatternsaroundata[building (side'iew).

recirculation zone behind the building is larger and the eddies are more uni-formly distributed in the case of the néw method. However, the modifications
on the standard å-e HRTM relevant to streamline curvature and dissipation
corrections are also contributing to these improvements, as reported in ref. 12.

From the above discussion two features become clear. The first is that tur-
bulence properties seem to improve considerabry when the new boundary
treatment is used. The second feature, which is baséd on the vector and stream-
line plots, is that without proper modelling of the local flow conditions un-realistic numerical predictions may be obtáined. A more instructive picture
emerges when the computed pressuïe coefficients and turbulence properties
are compared with respective measured. wind_tunnel data.
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5. Comparison of the computed results with measured data

This section presents and compares computed velocities, turbulence inten-

sities and pr..Ão"" coefficients with respective data obtained from various

boundary layer wind-tunnels. Figure 7 shows one such comparison for the

stream wise velocity profile. The measured data have been taken from the

experimental study of flo\il over surface mounted cubes by Castro and Robins

tg-g]. goth uniform and turbulent flow conditions were considered in the ex-

perirnents. However, computations and comparisons are made only for the

iurbulent boundary layer profile described by a power law exponent equal to

0.25. The vertical velocity profrle normalized by the gradient velocity is shown

for three different locations. The location x/L:0.5 corresponds to the centre

of the roof and the other two locations are in the wake of the building. For all

three locations the computed results agree reasonably well with the measured

wind-tunnel data. The new boundary treatment provides better results in the

near wake region (xlL:1.5 ), whereas both approaches show similar results in
other areas.

Figure 8 compares computed and measured turbulence intensities in the same

formãt with fià. Z. AII curves are normalized by the free stream velocity. There

are signifrcuttCdiff"tetces between measured and computed results in most

locatiãns. However, differences also exist between experimental results as well.

In order to stress this experimental uncertainty, additional measured data taken
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y't<l uq ,lxtus

Fig. 8. comparisons of computed turbulence intensities with measured data.

from Hunt and smith [34 ] and Hunt [85 ] are also included. These correspond
to building models of similar dimensions with some variation in the expôsure
conditions. The range of these experimental data is highlighted in the figure
(cross-hatched area). Nevertheless it is quite clear that the data computed
using the new zonal treatment approach follow the measured results much
closer than those computed by the wall function methodology. This is partic-
ularly true of areas near the solid boundary such as right abñe the roof of the
building' Clearly these are the areas in which the considered characteristics of
VSL have more influence on the computation.

Figure 9 compares the computed roof pressure coefficient values with the
available measured data from two boundary layer wind-tunnel experimental
studies, namely Stathopoulos et al. [86] at the University of Western ontario
and Stathopoulos and Luchian IB?] at the Centre for Building Studies of Con-
cordia University. Close similarities exist between geometriõal and exposure
characteristics in both studies. The building models used have a near-cube
shape and the exposure simulates open country terrain conditions. The r-axis
is normalized by the building length, and the mean pressure coefficients are
presented in the vertical axis. Since the building is exposed to normal wind.,
only half of the roof is considered in the comparison. The four different dia-
grams in the figure correspond to the variation in pressure coefficients along
four locations on the roof. However, experimental data from ref. 87 are avail-
able only for y/L:4%.

For all locations the new boundary treatment method yields more satisfac-
tory results as far as the agreement with measured data is concerned. This is
justified by the improved turbulence conditions above the roof previously dis-
cussed (see Fig. 8). The analysis based on the common wall function approach
yields significant underestimations of pressure coefficients on most locations
of the roof. Howevet, some overestimation of pressure coefficients produced
by the zonal treatment near the windward edge of the roof may not be real

0 0 10
y'ktug

x/L=25
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Fig. 9. Computed and measured pressure coefficients on a flat roof.

owing to the variability of the measured data in this region at least for the
central roof location, as clearly indicated in the first diagram. It is remarkable
that the new method shows much better agreement with the measuled data

also near the edge of the rcof. (y/L:48%) where the flow is quite complex in
nature.

Comparisons of the pressures on the walls of a 55 m high building with a

square cross-section (60 m by 60 m) are shown in Fig. 10. For each wall three
curves representing the measured data, the computed values based on the wall
function approach and those derived based on the zonal treatment method are

depicted. The experimental values are taken from Stathopoulos and Dumi-
trescu-Brulotte [38]. The values are presented in non-dimensional pressure

coefficient form, i.e. pressures normalized by the dynamic velocity plessure
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Fig. 10. Computed and measured pressure coefficients on the walls of a building.

measured or computed at the building roof height. Each point in the curve
provides the maximum value that has been recorded during the measurements
or calculated in the computation at the considered height level of the relevant
wall. These values can be directly used for evaluation of external wind-induced
pressure loads on the building envelope. These loads are necessary for design
purposes. Windward wall positive pressure coefficients and suction coeffi-
cients on the side and leeward walls are presented in the r-axis whereas the
vertical axis indicates height normalized by the building height. Small differ-
ence is found among the three curves in the case of windward wall. However,
significant improvement in the leeward wall and better agreement between
computed and measured data for the side wall is evident when the new bound-
ary treatment is applied.

In order to validate the zonal treatment method in a general way a more
systematic parametric study has been carried out and the results are compared
with respective measured data taken from ref. 38. As previously, computations
have been performed by using both the wall function approach and the zonal
treatment method, for each building configuration and exposure condition.
Computed and measured pressures are transformed again into the non-dimen-
sional pressure coefficient form referenced to the dynamic velocity pressure at
the respective building roof height. From the pressure coefficients computed
or measured, the maximum value that has been found on each horizontal wall
section is retained. The arithmetic mean of all these values provides an average
critical pressure coefficient for each wall. Thus a single parameter, i.e. the av-
erage critical pressure coefficient for each wall, is obtained by deducing large
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amounts of available data in order to judge the accuÏacy of the numerical

predictions.
FigUre 11 shows comparisons of such average critical pressure coefficients

for all walls of " 
.qrrurã building (L/B:l) with different ratios of. H to B'

Results computed using the new-zonal treatment method are mostly in good

agreement with the meãsured data. Clearly encouraging improvements are ob-

tãined for the building side wall irrespective of aspect ratios' For other walls

the improvements ur.áI.o remarkable except when the Hto B ratio is too small

or too large. Nevertheless, overall the zonal treatment method gives better

results in óomparison with the wall function approach'

Further invòstigation will naturally be needed for the application of the sug-

gested new methoãology to buildingsof different geometries (shapes) and dif-

ferent wind directionslltt addition, appropriate experimental data will be re-

quired for the purpose of validatiott. Thit will be the subject of a future studv'
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Fie. 11. computed and measured average pressure coefficients on the walls of buildings with dif-

ferent aspect ratios.
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6. Conclusions

A systematic study has been carried out for the 3-D evaluation of wind flow
conditions around a building with emphasis on the boundary treatment. Based
on the presented results the following conclusions can be made.

( 1) Existing wall-function treatment for the kinetic energy and its dissipa-
tion rate is not sensitive in predicting the properties of the near-wall VSL
regardless of the grid density around the solid boundaries.

(2) The new zonal treatment method attempts to solve the near-wall thin
VSL, and hence the fluid turbulence properties (kinetic energ'y, its dissipation
rate and viscosity), are predicted well.

(3 ) Comparison with the measured wind-tunnel data of the wind velocities
and turbulence intensities around buildings, as well as wind-induced. pressures
on buildings, shows significant improvements, at least for some cases, when
the new method is utilized.
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